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This invention relates to a method of manufacture of 
light-conducting fiber optical devices and components of 
novel construction. More particularly, the invention re 
lates to a method of manufacture of light-conducting 
fiber optical devices and components by an assembling, 
fusing and drawing technique so that each fiber optical 
component or device produced thereby will be produced 
in a more efficient, rapid and accurate manner and will 
comprise a very large number of very small similar light 
conducting fibrous elements or filaments positioned in 
part or entirely in side-by-side grouped relation to each 
other in such a manner that each individual element or 
filament thereof will function independently and efiici 
ently in conducting light from one end thereof to the 
other, and collectively all of the filaments will function 
to provide an image transfer device or component having 
good resolution and contrast. 

It has been known for a long time that many thin 
long transparent filaments of glass can be hunched to 
gether and used to transmit light and even transmit an 
optical image from one location to another, but this has n 
only been accomplished with a limited degree of success. 
Prior devices of such character have not been as satis 
factory as might be desired due largely to the fact that 
light from one filament would escape or scatter to an ad 
jacent filament or even to several adjacent filaments, both 
at points of contact between the filaments and at arcas 
surrounding these points, and would not only deteriorate 
the quality of the light within individual filaments but 
would also have the overall effect of confusing the defini 
tion and contrast of the image being transmitted. Thus 
the reproduced image would appear “washed out” and 
the parts of the image which should ‘appear sharp and 
clear would actually appear roughed and blurred. At 
tempts have been made to prevent this optical interaction 
between filaments, as for example, by cementing the fila 
ments together by the use of a black paint or by keeping 
the filaments air spaced from one another. But such at 
tempts have not produced successful devices. Too much 
light was absorbed in the one case by the black paint and 
too much space was “lost” between filaments at the end 
of the device in the other case thereby naturally reduc 
ing the image resolution which could be obtained. Fur 
thermore, when the number of light-conducting fibers or 
filaments for forming an image transfer device is in 
creased to give high degrees of image resolution, the 
problem of assembly becomes increasingly more difficult, 
because it is necessary to have each fiber of the bundle 
being formed positioned in the bundle in an orderly array 
since the reproduced image at the exit end thereof de 
pends directly upon the arrangement of the individual 
fibers at the entrance end of the bundle. For example, 
if a transfer device of four inches in cross-sectional area 
is to be produced and if as many as 250,000 filaments per 
square inch are to be employed, the problem of assembly 
alone has been heretofore practically insurmountable. 
The method of the present invention has greatly reduced 
the difficulties of forming optical image -transfer devices 
of the above-mentioned character. 

In co-pending O’Brien application Serial No. 469,877, 
now issued as Patent No. 2,825,260, however, there is 
disclosed an optical image transfer device in which such 
optical interaction between individual filaments of the 
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very large number of very small filaments of the device 
is prevented and thus good image contrast and resolution 
are obtained. This improved device, it should be noted, 
comprises not only `a very large number of very small 
filaments each having a core of light conducting high in 
dex material but also has each individual core completely 
coated throughout its length with a very thin layer of 
transparent material of a lower refractive index; and 
each coating is applied in such a way that good optical 
contact with the smooth outer surface of its supporting 
core is accomplished before the many filaments for mak 
ing up Ia bundle are actually bunched together. Thus in 
the finished assembled device or component each core is 
optically insulated from the next and the bunched ends 
of adjacent filaments provide a cross sectional end area 
of very high light accepting efficiency. 
The present invention provides a method by which 

optical image transfer devices and components of the 
above improved type may be made. 

It is accordingly an object of the present invention to 
provide a novel assembling, fusing and drawing method 
for producing optical devices and components comprising 
in each case a plurality or even a very large number of 
small or very small elongated light-conducting elements 

i' positioned in fixed sideby~side parallel relation to each 
other, at least at an end portion thereof, as well as fused 
optical image transfer components. 

It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a method by which such optical image transfer devices 
and components, both tapered 'and straight sided, may 
be made having suitable means for ensuring transmission 
of a very high degree of the light which enters the indi 
vidual elements or filaments at one end thereof through 
the entire lengths of «the elements without appreciable 
loss of light therefrom. 

It is an additional object of the invention to provide 
a method for producing optical devices and components 
having the above characteristics and which are either of 
a rigid or semi-flexible, or even ñexible nature. 

Other objects and advantages of the invention will 
become apparent from the detailed description which 
follows when taken in conjunction with the accompany 
ing drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is an elevational view of an assembly of parts 

for use in carrying out the method of the present in 
vention; l 

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view taken substantially 
upon section-lines 2--2 of FIG. l and showing parts con 
siderably enlarged; 

FIG. 3 is a vertical sectional view of apparatus for 
use in carrying out steps of said method and showing 
parts enlarged to a different scale; 

FIGS. 4 and 5 are cross-sectional views of other forms 
which the parts of the assembly of FIG. 1 may have for 
carrying out the invention; 

FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional View of an assembly of 
parts for use in forming a component of the type shown 
in FIG. 4; 

FIG. 7 is a sectional view of apparatus which may be 
used in performing assembly and fusing steps of said 
method; 

FIG. 8 is a sectional view of different apparatus for 
use in performing fusing and drawing steps of said 
method; 

FIG. 9 is a sectional view taken substantially upon 
section line 9-9 of FIG. 8; 

FIG. 10 is a sectional View of apparatus for use in 
performing additional steps of said method; 
FIG. 1l is a side elevational view of an optical image 

transfer device made in accordance with the present in 
vention; and 
FIG. 12 is a sectional view of a different form of op 
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tical image transfer device embodying the present inven 
tion. 

In FIG. l is shown a plurality of thin elongated shafts 
or rods 12 of glass positioned together in side-by-side 
parallel contacting relation to each other so as to form 
a bunch or bundle 14. This bundle may be, as clearly 
indicated in the enlarged cross-sectional view of FIG. 
2, formed of rods or shafts of like size and cross-sec 
tional shape, and generally but not necessarily the bundle 
will be of a thickness which is approximately equal to 
the Width thereof. These rods are for convenience in 
carrying out of the method preferably all of approxi 
mately the same length. 
As will be clear from inspection of FIGS. 4 and 5, as 

Well as FIG. 2, while the rods of an individual fused 
together bundle of rods are of like size and cross-sec 
tional shape, nevertheless, both the size and the cross 
sectional shape of the rods for the forming of different 
bundles may differ appreciably. That is to say, the cross 
sectional shape of individual rods of a bundle may be 
generally round as indicated at 16 in FIG. 2; or square 
as indicated at 18 in FIG. 4; or hexagonal as indicated 
at 20 in FIG. 5, or of some other geometrical shape, 
if desired; it being Well to keep in mind, however, that 
the preferred arrangement is that which will have as 
much of the end area of such a bundle of rods as possible 
available and suitably prepared for receiving incident 
light for transmission through the bundle. However, in 
certain instances, it may be that the square shaped rods 
18 of FIG. 4, for example, will be preferable to the 
circular rods 16 of FIG. 2 since, in the case of square 
rods, most or all of the voids between or among the 
rods will be substantially eliminated and more area will 
be available for light transmission. Additionally if a 
hermetical seal is required, such voids can be, by such a 
geometric pattern, completely avoided. However, at 
other times it may be more desirable to provide a certain 
degree of porosity in the finished image transfer device 
or component and in such a case circular rods, as shown 
in FIG. 2, or the like might be preferred. It may be 
that the use of other shapes of rods will be, at other 
times, preferred. 

Each rod or shaft 12 to be employed in the forming of 
the bundle 14 is preferably formed of a glass of good 
optical or ophthalmic properties and of a fairly high re 
fractive index so that a high degree of internal reflection 
will be obtained. While plain uncoated circular rods 
will provide fair results for certain purposes in finished 
image transfer devices produced therefrom, it is pre 
ferred to first apply about each rod, whether of circular 
shape or otherwise, an outer thin surface layer or coat 
ing of glass of a relatively lower refractive index; and 
an assembly having such an arrangement of circular cores 
22 of high index glass and outer coatings 24 of low in 
dex glass is indicated by way of example in FIG. 2, and 
another assembly having high index glass cores 26 of 
square cross-section and low index glass coatings 28 is 
indicated in FIG. 6. This outer low index layer 24 or 
28 may be, for instances, integrally secured in place upon 
the cores 22 or 26 by momentarily dipping each rod into 
a molten batch of glass of lower refractive index. Any 
other suitable method of applying a thin uniform con 
tínuous low index glass layer to the core 22 or 26 may 
be employed. It is important, however, that such an 
outer layer or coating of low refractive index be not only 
relatively thin but also entirely continuous; the thinness 
being so that a minimum of the total end area of the re 
sulting fused bundle of rods will be utilized by the com 
bined areas of all outer coatings or layers, and the con 
tinuity requirement being so that high internal reflection 
of light at all places along the length of each core will 
take place at the interface between the low index coating 
and the high index core later when the finished device, 
resulting therefrom, is put into service. 

If a plurality of glass rods are clamped or secured 
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4 
together in a bunch and this bunch then hung in a verti 
cal position in a furnace or the like and slowly heated 
to their softening temperature and maintained at this 
temperature while the rods of the bundle elongate under 
their own weight, or are drawn out, each rod will elon 
gate intermediate the clamped ends thereof. Further 
more, each rod will retain its own individual cross-sec 
tional shape during such elongation and each stretched 
out portion will be spaced from the stretched out por` 
tions of adjacent rods of the bundle. In other words, 
no adhesion or sticking together of adjacent rods as would 
be desired for carrying out of the invention under these 
conditions will occur. 

Instead of such a procedure, it has been found, for 
example, that a plurality of rods may be placed together 
in a suitably shaped recess in a ceramic or carbonaceous 
support, or even in a metal or metal clad support, such 
as is generally indicated by the support 25 in FIG. 3 hav 
ing an elongated recess 29 of proper size, and slowly 
heated in air or in a vacuum to bring the rods to a fusing 
temperature. (Of course, the temperature to which such 
a bundle of rods is raised will depend directly upon the 
particular melting characteristics of the glass composi 
tions on the outer surface of the rods being used), but it 
should be such as to cause a fusing or welding of the 
contacting portions of adjacent rods into an integral mem 
ber or cluster without producing or allowing any unde 
sired change in shape to occur either in the coatings on 
the rods or in the cores thereof. 
While the support 25 is shown with the rods 12 in a 

horizontal position therein, such a support could be pro 
vided with a sui-table cover member (not shown) ar 
ranged to press lightly on the rods in the recess 29 of the 
support while the rods are being heated and fused; and 
in such a case these rods would not need to be in any 
particular position. Also, as will later appear, other 
means may be used to clamp a plurality of rods together 
during fusing, without being dependent upon the specific 
position of the rods. 
When the fused assembly or cluster of rods has cooled 

sufficiently to allow it to be moved without injury, it may 
be transferred to a tube type furnace, or equivalent heat 
ing unit, and heated, preferably at one end portion only, 
to its softening temperature. When the temperature is 
high enough, that is, when the glass at the end of the 
fused bundle has become uniformly quite soft, the free 
end of this softened glass may be drawn out at a uniform 
and continuous rate into a small multi-fibered rod or 
strand of greatly reduced cross-sectional size. Under such 
conditions, the individual coated rods of the initially 
fused bundle Will remain fused together and the geometric 
pattern of the fused parts thereof will remain unaltered 
even though the cross-sectional size of the resulting multi 
ñbered strand as Well as the cross-sectional sizes of the 
several individual fibers thereof will be simultaneously 
greatly reduced. 
For example, it has been found in practice possible 

to coat the outer surface of individual 3/16" high index 
rods of glass (having a refractive index in the neighbor 
hood of approximately 1.61 to 1.75) with an outer thin 
layer of low index glass (having a refractive index in the 
neighborhood of approximately 1.52 to 1.54), to assem 
ble and fuse a plurality of these individually coated rods 
together to form a unitary assembly or cluster. (Such 
an assembly might vary in actual commercial use of the 
invention in cross-sectional size from approximately 3/1 
of an inch to 4 or 6 inches in diameter.) Thereafter the 
free end of this fused assembly was heated to a softening 
temperature and drawn out as a continuous multiñbered 
strand having substantially the same cross-sectional shape 
but of a greatly reduced size; reduced from approximately 
% of an inch down to approximately 0.10 of an inch. 
If it had been desired, this strand could have been re 
duced even more during this initial drawing operation. 
Thus, even though the cross-sectional size of the fused 
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bundle was reduced as much as 25 to 1 in a single draw 
ing step, nevertheless, its geometric cross-sectional con 
figuration was substantially unchanged. 

Such a multitibered strand is relatively stiff. Accord 
ingly, from the standpoint of both convenience and efii 
ciency during production, the strand being continuously 
drawn out may be periodically severed into equal lengths 
and grouped or stacked together to form a second bundle. 
A bundle of strands of this size might find utility in cer 
tain places wherein only a moderate degree of image reso 
lution is required since the several light-conducting fibers 
thereof are of fairly small cross-sectional size. Further 
more since strands of this size may be flexed small 
amounts, it may be that at times one may Wish to take 
advantage of this flexibility; such as in aligning the 
hunched ends of such a bundle of strands with elements 
of an associated optical apparatus. In other instances a 
group of these multifibered strands may be slowly heated 
to a temperature wherein the strands will soften enough 
to allow all of the strands to be simultaneously shaped 
or curved intermediate their ends. 

In cases wherein a higher degree of resolution than 
that mentioned above is desired or required, in optical 
images being transferred by the improved device or com 
ponent, the additional procedure may be followed to 
produce a finished structure which will have a very large 
number of optically insulated filaments of very small 
cross-sectional size, each filament thereof providing a 
separate and independent path for a portion of the light of 
the image being transferred thereby. 
A sizable number of such multifibered strands may be 

grouped together to form a bundle and clamped together, 
or positioned in a suitably shaped recess in a ceramic 
support, or the like, and slowly heated to fuse these 
strands together. Thereafter this bundle will be heated 
slowly at one end thereof and a thread composed of many 
fine optically isolated filaments withdrawn therefrom; the 
number of filaments of course corresponding to the num 
ber of cores used initially. The cross-sectional size of 
such a thread can be controlled during drawing by con 
trol of the amount of heat being applied to the end por 
tion of Ithe fused bundle of strands and by the rate at 
which the thread is withdrawn. 
Of real interest, however, is the fact that the resulting 

thread, nevertheless, will still retain very closely the geo 
metric pattern originally provided «the bundle and each 
filament will have a core of high index material optically 
separated or optically isolated from adjacent filaments by 
a surrounding layer or coating of low index transparent 
material. 
Many lengths of these multifilament threads are then 

grouped or hunched together to build up an assembly 
having the cross-sectional end area desired. The threads 
of the assembly may be secured together at one or both 
ends, or even throughout a preselected portion thereof, 
or even throughout the entire length of the assembly by 
suitable binding means, or by cement or even by fusing 
the threads thereof together. 

By such a procedure, an optical device or component 
having an appreciable area may be built up and this de 
vice or component will have a much higher degree of 
image resolution. lIt is also possible to utilize such an 
assembly of multifilament threads which have been se 
cured together throughout an extended length thereof 
by cutting by known means this secured together length 
of threads into a number of shorter sections for finishing 
into .optical components. Generally, but not always, the 
end surface or surfaces of such an optical component 
would be optically finished in known manner, as by grind 
ing, or polishing, or both, so as to readily transmit light 
therethrough. lf an end of the component, however, is 
to be immersed, for example, in a liquid of like refractive 
index grinding and polishing of the end surface would 
not be required. 

It may be desirable to further reduce the cross-sec 
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tional size of the multifilament threads just described, as 
for example, wherein even greater image resolution pro 
vided by the finished optical device is desired. 'I'his can 
be obtained by repeating the assemblying, fusing, draw 
ing and finishing steps mentioned above. vIt has been 
found, for example, that starting with a fused bundle of 
¿V16 inch coated rods the bundle can be reduced to a 
thread of as little as 0.001 of an inch or even smaller. 
Microscopic examination of cross sections of such multi 
filament threads produced by this method nevertheless re 
veals that each individual filament thereof retains its orig 
inal shape. Such a thread is quite flexible. Thus, if a 
large number of these threads, each having such a multi 
filament construction, are bundled together at their op 

f posite ends, a very flexible image transfer device can be 
produced. 

In assembling and fusing together a number of in 
dividual coated rods, it may be desirable to employ a re 
cessed support of modified design and such a support is 
shown at 37 in FIG. 7. This support is of a type having 
a V-shaped receiving groove or recess 38 therein with the 
sloping sidewalls thereof disposed at 90° to each other 
as indicated by the numerals 39 and 40. A cover mem 
ber having a similarly shaped recess is indicated at 42; 
and in a preferred construction both the recess in the sup 
port 37 and the recess in the cover member 42 would 
have end walls so as to completely enclose and confine 
the entire assembly during fusing. Additionally the 
cover and support would be made of suitable heat re 
sistant material and would be made to tit closely and 
even press slightly upon the assembled coated rods. In 
this manner a good contact between adjacent surfaces of 
the rods will be assured during the fusing operation. 
When such a support and cover are used together the 
fusing operation can be performed with the assembly dis 
posed in a vertical, horizontal or any other position de 
sired. It may even be desirable to perform the fusing 
step in an oven which has been evacuated. 
The fusing together of a plurality or bundle of trans 

parent coated rods like those shown at 12 in FIG. l, 
may also be carried out in the following manner. A plu 
rality or bundle of coated rods which may be temporarily 
held together in properly assembled relation by suitable 
means (not shown) is slowly fed into and through a bore 
44a in a first heating element 44 (see FIG. 8) and into 
a gripped position between a pair of slowly rotating 
rollers 45 and 46. These `rollers are mounted on a pair 
of drive shafts 48 and 50 journaled respectively in blocks 
52 and 54 and are turned in opposite directions by drive 
means of known construction 55. 
As clearly indicated by double headed arrows 56 and 

58 in FIG. 9, these blocks 52 and 54 are shiftable toward 
and away from each other by suitable means (not shown) 
so that all of the rods of the bundle 43 will be held in 
firm contact with one another. The rollers 45 and 46 
have their peripheral surfaces 45a and 46a recessed and 
these recessed surfaces are carefully controlled in accord 
ance with the size and shape of the bundle of rods to be 
gripped thereby so that all of the rods of the bundle will 
be pressed uniformly inwardly toward each other. For 
example, in instances wherein the coated rods of the 
bundle are square (see FIG. 9), the surface shapes of the » 
two rollers 45 and 46 will be such as to provide a space 
therebetween which is substantially square. Or if a 
round bundle of rods is to be formed, for example, then 
the transverse shape of the peripheral surface of each 
roller of the pair may be made substantially semi-circular, 
and thus the two rollers together will define a nearly cir 
cular space for confining the rods of the bundle there 
between. Other shapes of bundles of rods can be formed 
by the use of other transverse surface shapes for such a 
pair of rollers. 
The blocks 52 and 54 besides being shiftable are also 

constructed and arranged to function as heating elements 
(preferably electrically heated) which may be readily 
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controlled to maintain whatever temperature is desired. 
Thus in the region adjacent the rollers 45 and 46 a fusing 
zone 59 will be formed. 4Of course, the bundle of coated 
rods 43 approaching this fusing zone will be most likely 
preheated by the heating element 44. 

Immediately following and adjacent lthis fusing zone 59, 
there is shown another heating element or elements 60, 
which may be separately controlled and preferably oper 
ated at a somewhat higher temperature than required for 
the fusing operation. The purpose of heating elements 
60 is to provide a working zone 62 wherein the fused 
bundle of rods may be drawn out into a multi-tibered 
strand of considerably reduced cross-sectional size as in 
dicated at 64. One or more pairs of power operated 
rolls 66 may be provided for this purpose, `it being under 
stood of course that they will be located far enough away 
from the drawing or working zone 62 so as not to de 
form the strand in an undesired manner while soft, and 
also understood that their rates of travel will be regu 
lated in accordance with ̀ the temperature of the drawing 
zone, so that a desired size of multiñbered strands will be 
formed. 
As suitable lengths of this multiñbered strand are pro 

duced they may be sheared and stacked together. An opti 
cal component or device providing low image resolution 
can be formed from such strands by cementing or fusing 
same -together in side-by-side relation. Or if a higher de 
gree of image resolution is desired it may be desirable 
to group a number of such strands together, and in sub 
stantially the same manner as mentioned above allow this 
group of strands to slowly travel between a second similar 
pair of pressure rolls in a fusing zone, and then after 
fusing be again heated to a softening temperature and 
drawn out even further. 
Thus the fused together strands having a number of 

optically separated light paths therethrough will be greatly 
reduced in size yand each individual light path thereof 
will be likewise reduced. Nevertheless, in this manner 
the original coated cores 12 can be reduced in one, two 
or even more cycles of operation each including the steps 
of assembly, fusing, softening, drawing and reassembly 
until a plurality of microscopic filaments or optically 
separated light paths of nearly any cross-sectional size 
desired can be produced. 

In FIG. l0 is shown a modified form of apparatus by 
which multifibered strands, or the like, having a con 
trolled amount of taper therein may be produced. In 
this apparatus the fused together bundle of rods or strands 
are indicated at 68 being moved Slowly through the 
apparatus in the direction Iindicated by the arrow 70 by 
driven rollers 72 and by others not shown. The leading 
end of the bundle 68 will be, by the time it reaches and 
passes beyond the rollers 72, heated by the preliminary 
heater 74 to such a temperature that it will start to 
soften. 
However, as this bundle of rods or multifibered strands 

moves forward a pair of gripping fingers diagrammati 
cally indicated in full lines at 76 will simultaneously 
travel toward the forward end of this strand and grip the 
end of the strand as indicated by the dotted lines 76A. 
Thereafter the fingers 76 will be caused to move (by 
means not shown) in the opposite direction at a controlled 
rate of speed which will be such as to draw out the end 
of the bundle into the taper desired. This drawing 
out step will be done within one or more separately con 
trollable heaters indicated at 78 and 80, respectively, and 
thus the temperatures in the heating zones 78A and 80A 
therewithin may be separately and differently regulated. 
When a tapered portion 81 of desired length and shape 

has been produced a pair of shearing knives, or equiva 
lent mean, 8`2 will operate to sever this tapered portion 
from the incoming bundle and then fingers 76 will move 
outwardly to the position indicated at 78B and drag the 
tapered portion out of the heaters 78 and 80 and onto 
a supporting table 83 as indicated by dotted line 86 at 
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8 
a more rapid rate. Thereafter a second pair of shears, 
or other known cutting means S4, will cut the tapered 
por-tion 81 free from the gripped butt end 88. At this 
time the tapered portion 86 may be moved laterally 
of the table 83, as by a pusher 90, and onto a conveyor 
diagrammatically indicated at 92 for movement through 
an annealing oven or the like. 

In FIG. 11 a plurality of tapered portions of multi 
tibered or multiñlament strands are shown collectively 
constituting an image transfer device 94 of the image en 
larging type, and in this particular device one end 96 
thereof has beeniinished to accommodate the face of a 
cathode ray tube while the other end is arranged to fit 
against the rear surface of a ground glass screen 98 or the 
like. This device 94, it will be appreciated, is curved inter 
mediate its ends. This curving can be accomplished by 
either slowly heating each individual strand to a soften 
ing temperature or heating groups of such strands or even 
the entire device to a softening temperature and allow 
ing same to curve or sag into place. However, heating 
and curving of groups of strands is preferred since on 
the one hand the heating `and softening period required 
is not -as great `as when all strands are together and on 
the other hand would be much faster than individually 
curving each separate multitibered or multiñlament strand. 

In FIG. l2 is shown at 100 by way of example a dif 
ferent form of optical device or component which the 
present invention may take, and it will be obvious that 
many other useful forms are also possible. This optical 
device 100 is in fact a component which may be used 
between lenses of an optical system to transfer an image 
from one curved face thereof to the other diiferently 
curved face thereof. Thus a change in field curvature 
without a change in magnification can be effected. The 
component nevertheless is formed by a very large number 
of very small strands cemented or fused together with 
each strand thereof in turn being formed of a plurality 
of individual light conducting elements or filaments of 
high index transparent material optically insulated or 
optically isolated from all adjacent strands by means of a 
layer or coating of clear transparent material of lower re 
fractive index. 
At places wherein the words “image resolution” have 

been used in various parts of the foregoing specification 
with reference to optical devices and optical components 
made in accordance with the present invention, it is 
intended that these words wil be interpreted in accord 
ance with the physical characteristics and requirements 
of the optical device or associated means with which 
the improved image transfer device is to be used. For 
example, if the improved device is to form the face 
of a television tube which does not enlarge, it may 
look somewhat like the component 100 shown in FIG. 
l2, although the cross-sectional size of the individual 
filaments or light conducting elements thereof may be 
very much different from that required for a similarly 
appearing device being used between lens elements of 
an optical system. 

It is to be understood that when a low index glass is 
used as described herein as the light-reflecting coating 
for the glass-forming the cores or centers of the rods or 
lillaments, that any two high and low index glasses chosen 
to work together will be selected so that certain other 
desirable physical characteristics are also provided. For 
example, preferably, both glasses should be of good 
durability, should be transparent and colorless, and 
should have nearly the same coefficient of expansion 
(at least within the range from annealing to room tem 
peratures). And, of course, both glasses should have 
nearly the same melting characteristics or the low index 
glass forming the coating should have a slightly lower 
melting point. 

Thus, it will be appreciated that a total reduction in 
size in the individual fibers or iilaments of each fused 
together multiple element strand of the optical devices 
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or components of the character described of as much 
as 500 to l, or even more, can be produced, while still 
having each individual element or ñlament thereof 
optically separated from adjacent elements or filaments 
and thus each will retain its selective light conducting 
properties and high light conducting eñiciency. 
Having described my invention, I claim: 
1. The method of forming an optical image transfer 

component comprising applying to the side walls of each 
rod of a plurality of rigid elongated transparent glass 
rods of a relatively high refractive index, and of simi 
lar size and cross-sectional shape, a relatively thin en 
circling coating of glass of a relatively low refractive 
index, positioning said coated rods in side-by-side paral 
lel closely buuched contacting relation to each other 
so as toV form a compact bundle, evacuating the space 
surrounding said bundle and slowly raising the tem 
perature of said bundle so as to cause the contacting 
portions of adjacent coated rods to fuse together, in 
creasing and controlling the temperature of the fused 
bundled so that an end portion thereof will be main 
tained at a softened temperature, drawing from the 
softened end of said fused bundle a unitary strand of 
high and low index glasses having a cross-sectional ar 
rangement geometrically similar to that of said fused 
bundle but of materially reduced size, severing said 
strand into a plurality of separate sections of substan 
tially equal length, assembling a relatively large number 
of said sections together in side-by-side relation, repeat 
ing said fusing, heating, drawing, severing and assem 
bling steps a suñicient number of times to produce a 
very large number of individual light-conducting ele 
ments each comprising a plurality of cores of high index 
glass and relatively small predetermined size optically 
insulated from one another by low index glass, fixedly 
securing said relatively large number of elements to 
gether, and optically finishing the opposite ends of said 
secured elements so as to provide an optical component 
having entrance and exit areas of predetermined size and 
of like geometric arrangement. 

2. The method of forming an optical image transfer 
component comprising applying to the side walls of each 
rod of a plurality of rigid elongated transparent glass 
rods of relatively high refractive index, and of similar 
size and cross-sectional shape, a relatively thin encir 
cling coating of glass of relatively low refractive index, 
positioning said coated rods in side-by-side closely 
bunched contacting relation with each other so as to 
form a compact bundle having substantially no space 
therein capable of including trapped air, slowly raising 
the temperature of said bundle so as to cause the con 
tacting portions of adjacent coated rods to fuse to 
gether, increasing and controlling the temperature of the 
fused bundle so that an end portion thereof will be 
maintained at a softening temperature, drawing from the 
softened end of said fused bundle a unitary strand of 
high and low index glasses having a cross-sectional ar 
rangement geometrically similar to that of said bundle 
but of materially reduced size, severing said strand into 
a plurality of separate sections of substantially equal 
length, assembling a relatively large number of said sec 
tions together in side-by-side relation, repeating said 
fusing, heating, drawing, severing and assembling steps 
a sufficient number of times to produce a very large 
number of individual light-conducting elements each 
comprising a plurality of cores of relatively small pre 
determined size optically insulated from one another 
by low index glass, fixedly securing said elements to 
gether and optically finishing the opposite ends of said 
secured elements so as to provide an optical compo 
nent having entrance and exit areas of predetermined 
size and of like geometric arrangement. 

3. The method of forming an optical image transfer 
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rod of a plurality of rigid elongated transparent glass 
rods of relatively high refractive index, and of similar 
size and cross-sectional shape, a relatively thin encircling 
coating of glass of a relatively low refractive index, posi 
tioning said coated rods in side-by-side parallel closely 
bunched contacting relation to each other so as to form 
a compact bundle having substantially no space therein 
capable of including trapped air, evacuating the space 
surrounding said bundle and slowly raising the tempera 
ture of said bundle so as to cause the contacting portions 
of adjacent coated rods to fuse together, increasing and 
controlling the temperature of the fused bundle so that 
an end portion thereof will be maintained at a softening 
temperature, drawing from the softened end of said fused 
bundle a unitary strand of high and low index glasses hav 
ing a cross-sectional arrangement geometrically similar to 
that of said fused bundle but of materially reduced size, 
severing said strand into a plurality of separate sections of 
substantially equal length, assembling a relatively large 
number of said sections together in side-by-side relation, 
repeating said fusing, heating, drawing, severing and as` 
sembling steps a suñicient number of times to produce a 
very large number of individual light-conducting elements 
each comprising a plurality of cores of relatively small 
predetermined size optically insulated from one another 
by low index glass, fixedly securing said elements together 
and optically finishing the opposite ends of said secured 
elements so as to provide an optical component having 
entrance and exit areas of predetermined size and of like 
geometric arrangement. 

4. The method of forming an optical image transfer 
component comprising applying to the side walls of each 
rod of a plurality of rigid elongated transparent glass 
rods of a relatively high refractive index, and of a simi 
lar size and cross-sectional shape, a relatively thin cn 
circling coating of glass of a relatively low refractive in 
dex, positioning said coated rods in side-by-side parallel 
closely hunched contacting relation to each other so as 
to form a compact bundle having a plurality of small 
spaces uniformly dispersed among the coated rods of said 
bundle, slowly raising the temperature so as to cause the 
contacting portions of adjacent coated rods to fuse to 
gether, increasing and controlling the temperature of the 
fused bundle so that an end portion thereof will be main 
tained at a softening temperature, drawing from the soft 
ened end of said bundle a unitary strand of high and low 
index glasses having a cross-sectional arrangement geo 
metrically similar to that of said bundle but of materially 
reduced size, severing said strand into a plurality of sep 
arate sections of substantially equal length, assembling a 
relatively large number of said sections together in side 
by-side relation, repeating said fusing, heating, drawing, 
severing and assembling steps a suliicient number of 
times to produce a very large number of individual light 
conducting elements each comprising a plurality of cores 
of relatively small predetermined size optically insulated 
from one another by low index glass, tixedly securing 
said relatively large number of elements together, and 
optically finishing the opposite ends of said secured ele 
ments so as to provide an optical component having er1 
trance and exit areas of predetermined size and of like 
geometric arrangement. 

5. The method of forming an optical image transfer 
component comprising applying to the side walls of each 
rod of a plurality of rigid elongated transparent rods of 
glass of relatively high refractive index and of similar 
size and cross-sectional shape, a relatively thin encircling 
coating of glass of a relatively low refractive index, posi 
tioning said coated rods in side-by-side parallel closely 
hunched contacting relation to each other so as to form 
a compact bundle, slowly raising the temperature of said 
bundle to cause the contacting portions of adjacent coated 
rods to fuse together, increasing and controlling the tern 
perature of the fused bundle so that an end portion there 
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of will be maintained at a softened temperature, repeat 
edly drawing and severing from the softened end of said 
fused bundle multi-fibered tapered unitary strands of 
high and low index glasses each having a cross-sectional 
arrangement which is geometrically similar to that of said 
fused bundle but of materially reduced size, assembling 
and securing a very large number of said tapered strands 
together in side-by-side hunched relation so as to form a 
component of appreciable size, and optically finishing 
the opposite ends of the strands of said component so as 
to form entrance and exit areas of different sizes. 

6. The method set forth in claim 5 and additionally 
comprising the steps of slowly raising the temperature of 
said component to a softening temperature and thereafter 
causing said component to assume a predetermined bent 
shape intermediate the entrance and exit areas thereof 
without materially changing the cross-sectional arrange 
ment of the fibers thereof adjacent said entrance and exit 
areas. 

7. The method of forming an optical image transfer 
component comprising applying to the side walls of a 
plurality of rigid elongated transparent glass rods of a 
relatively high refractive index, and of similar size and 
cross-sectional shape, a relatively thin encircling coating 
of glass of a relatively low refractive index, positioning 
said coated rods in side-by-side parallel closely hunched 
contacting relation to each other so as to form a compact 
bundle, slowly raising the temperature of said bundle to 
cause the contacting portions of adjacent coated rods to 
fuse together, increasing and controlling the temperature 
of the fused bundle so that an end portion thereof will be 
maintained at a softened temperature, drawing from the 
softened end of the fused bundle a unitary multi-fibered 
strand of high and low index glasses each having a cross 
sectional arrangement geometrically similar to that of 
said fused bundle but of materially reduced size, severing 
said multi-ñhered strand into separate members of sub 
stantially equal length, assembling said multi-fibered 
members into a side-by-side parallel closely hunched con 
tacting relation to each other so as to form a compact 
bundle, heating an end portion of said bundle to fusing 
and softening temperature, and drawing from said last 
mentioned end a unitary relatively thin multi-filament 
strand, severing said multi-filament strand into multi-fila 
ment threads of equal length, securing a very large num 
ber of said multi-filament threads together in side-by-side 
relation so as to form a light-conducting component of 
appreciable size, and optically finishing at least one end of 
said component for the transmission of light therethrough. 

8. The method of forming a fiber optical light transfer 
device comprising applying to the side walls of each rod 
of a plurality of rigid elongated transparent glass rods of 
a relatively high refractive index, and of substantially 
similar size and cross-sectional shape, a relatively thin 
encircling coating of glass of a relatively low refractive 
index, positioning said coated rods so as to have at least 
a selected region thereof in side-by-side parallel hunched 
contacting relation to each other so as to form at said 
region a compact bundle, slowly raising the temperature 
of said bundle so as to cause the contacting portions of 
adjacent coated rods to fuse together, increasing and con 
trolling the temperature of the fused bundle so that an 
end portion thereof will he maintained at a softened tem 
perature, drawing from the softened end a unitary strand 
of high and low index glasses having a cross-sectional 
arrangement geometrically similar to that of said fused 
bundle but of materially reduced size, severing said strand 
into a plurality of separate sections of substantially equal 
lengths, assembling a plurality of said sections together 
in side-by-side relation, repeating said fusing, heating, 
drawing, severing and assembling steps a suñicient num 
ber of times to produce a very large number of individual 
light-conducting elements each comprising a plurality of 
cores of high index glass and relatively small predeter 
mined size optically insulated from one another by low 
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index glass, and iixedly securing said relatively large 
number of elements together so as to produce a light 
transfer device having entrance and exit areas of prede 
termined sizes. 

9. The method of forming a ñber optical light trans 
fier device comprising applying to the side walls of each 
rod of a plurality of rigid elongated transparent glass 
rods of a relatively high refractive index, and of substan 
tially similar size and cross-sectional shape, a relatively 
thin encircling coating of glass of a relatively low refrac 
tive index, positioning said coated rods so as to have at 
least a selected region thereof in side-by-side parallel 
hunched contacting relation to each other so as to form 
at said region a compact bundle, evacuating the space sur 
rounding said compact bundle and slowly raising the tem 
perature of said compact bundle so as to cause the con 
tacting portions of adjacent coated rods to fuse together, 
increasing and controlling the temperature of the fused 
bundle so that an end portion thereof will be maintained 
at a softened temperature, drawing from the softened 
end a unitary strand of high and low index glasses having 
a cross-sectional arrangement geometrically similar to 
that of said fused bundle but of materially reduced size, 
severing said strand into a plurality of separate sections 
of substantially equal lengths, assembling a plurality of 
said sections together in side-by-side relation, repeating 
said fusing, evacuating, heating, drawing, severing and 
assembling steps a sufficient number of times to produce 
a very large number of individual light-conducting ele 
ments each comprising a plurality of cores of high index 
glass and relatively small predetermined size optically 
insulated from one another by low index glass, and ñxed 
ly securing said relatively large number of elements to 
gether so as to produce a light transfer device having en 
trance and exit areas of predetermined sizes. 

l0. The method of forming a fiber optical light trans 
fer device comprising applying to the side walls of each 
rod of a plurality of rigid elongated transparent rods of 
glass of relatively high refractive index and of similar 
size and cross-sectional shape, a relatively thin encircling 
coating of glass of a relatively low refractive index, posi 
tioning said coated rods so as to have at least a selected 
region thereof in side-by-side parallel hunched contacting 
relation to each other so as to form at said region a corn 
pact bundle, slowly raising the temperature of said bundle 
to cause the contacting portions of adjacent coated rods 
to fuse together, increasing and controlling the tempera 
ture of the fused bundle so that an end portion thereof 
will be maintained at a softened temperature, repeatedly 
drawing and severing from the softened end of said fused 
bundle multi-libered tapered unitary strands each of high 
and low index glasses and having a cross-sectional ar 
rangement which is geometrically similar to that of the 
fused bundle but of material reduced size, assembling and 
securing a very large number of said tapered strands to 
gether in side-hy-side hunched relation so as to form a 
light transfer device having entrance and exit areas of 
predetermined sizes. 

1l. The method of forming a light transfer optical 
device which consists of a closely packed group of gen 
erally parallel light-conducting ñhers of high index glass 
separated from each other by layers of low index glass, 
said method comprising the steps of stacking in a parallel 
array a plurality of high index transparent glass rods 
each of which have been previously coated with a thin 
layer of low index glass, holding said array of coated rods 
in contacting relation with each other, heating said array 
so as to weld same into a firmly bonded bundle, heating 
at least an end portion of said bundle and drawing same 
down into a strand the size of which is only a fraction 
of the original size of said bundle while retaining suh 
s'tantially the original geometric cross-sectional arrange 
ment of said bundle, severing said strand into unit lengths, 
grouping and retaining said llengths in stacked relatively 
intimate side-by-side relation to each other, heating said 
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group to weld said lengths together, and repeating said 
drawing, severing and grouping steps until an optical de 
vice of desired size is obtained. 

12. The method of forming a bundle of light transfer 
ñbers of a given small cross-sectional size comprising 
coating a plurality of relatively large transparent high 
index rods of glass throughout the entire outer side sur 
faces thereof with relatively thin continuous coatings of 
low index glass, bundling said coated rods of glass with 
portions of said coated side surface portions thereof in 
adjacent relatively intimate side-by-side relation with each 
other, heating while holding said adjacent portions of 
said coated rods of glass together to a temperature suffi 
cient to cause the adjacent coatings to fuse with each 
other and form a unitary bundle, and thereafter drawing 
the unitary bundle of coated rods down to said given 
fiber size while substantially retaining the initial related 
cross-sectional geometrical arrangements of said rods and 
coatings. 

13. The method of forming a bundle of light transfer 
fibers of a given small cross-sectional size comprising 
coating a plurality of relatively large transparent high 
index rods of glass having relatively ñat side surface por 
tions with relatively thin continuous coatings of low 
index glass, bundling said rods together and causing said 
relatively dat coated side surface portions to be positioned 
in adjacent relatively intimate side-by-side relation with 
each other, heating said bundle while retaining said rela 
tion to a temperature suñicient to cause said adjacent 
coatings to fuse with each other, and thereafter drawing 
said unitary bundle of coated rods down to said given 
fiber size and in such manner as to cause portions of 
the side surfaces thereof to retain said engagement and 
to substantially retain the initial cross-sectional geometri 
cal relationship of said rods and coatings. 

14. The method of forming a bundle of light transfer 
fibers of a given small cross-sectional size comprising 
coating a plurality of relatively large transparent high 
index hexagonal rods of glass throughout the entire outer 
side surfaces thereof with relatively thin continuous coat 
ings of low index glass, bundling said coated rods of 
glass with coated side surface portions thereof in adjacent 
side-by-side relation with each other, heating while press 
ing said adjacent portions of said coated rods of glass 
together to a temperature sufficient to cause the adjacent 
coatings to fuse with each other and thereafter drawing 
said unitary bundle of coated rods down to said given 
fiber size and in such manner as to cause the major 
portions of the side surfaces thereof to assume substan 
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tially hexagonal side surface engagement with each other. 

15. The method of forming an air-tight optical image 
transfer component of appreciable exposed front and rear 
surface areas, said method comprising applying to the 
side walls of each rod of a plurality of rigid elongated 
transparent glass rods of relatively high refractive index, 
a relatively thin encircling coating of glass of relatively 
low refractive index, positioning said coated rods with 
portions thereof in side-by-side closely bunched contact 
ing relation with each other so as to form a compact 
bundle, slowly raising the temperature of said bundle so 
as to cause the contacting portions of the adjacent coated 
rods to fuse together, controlling the temperature of the 
fused bundle so that an end portion thereof will be main 
tained at a softening temperature, drawing from the sof 
tened end of said fused bundle a unitary strand of high 
and low index glasses having a cross-sectional arrange 
ment geometrically similar to that of said bundle but of 
materially reduced size, severing said strand into a plu 
rality of separate similar sections, assembling an appre 
ciable number of said sections together in side-by-side 
closely hunched contacting relation, repeating said as 
sembling, heating, fusing, drawing, and severing steps so 
as to produce the very large number of individual light 
conducting elements needed for forming said optical com 
ponent, and with each of said elements comprising a 
plurality of high index glass cores of relatively small pre 
determined cross-sectional size optically insulated from 
one another by low index glass, assembling said individual 
light-conducting elements and heating said elements for 
such a time and at such a temperature as to cause said 
elements to fuse together and form said air-tight com 
ponent, and optically finishing the opposite faces of said 
component so as to provide thereon entrance and exit 
areas of predetermined sizes and with the opposite ends 
of said cores disposed in like geometric arrangement. 
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